India’s Focus on...
Supply Chain & Logistics
For Post Harvest Marketing
Is there a missing Link?
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Cold Supply Chain & Agri-Marketing
BACKGROUND
Despite repeated and renewed focus on agri-produce marketing, including cold chain
facilitation, the nation has yet to witness fully the associated improvements and market
confidence translating into cohesive growth. The cold chain received increasing focus and
was often touted as the game changer – in bringing benefits to both end-consumer and
farmer producer. Yet, despite gathering immense interest from all segments, it too
struggles to reach expected realisation. A revisit of past focus is an obvious conclusion.
One of the benefits from attention generated on the cold chain, was extensive participation
from various knowledge centres and institutions as well as frequent exchanges and
interactions with individuals having hands on operational experience. Such sustained
experience mostly stemmed from outside India, as our own cold chain was not developed
sufficiently to attract & extend into an indigenous knowledge bank.
From such discussions and debates, one highlighted feedback is about the very concept of
the “cold chain”. In what is actually the “cold supply chain”, the word ‘supply’ had taken a
back seat in usage as well as in actual interpretation. In India, the cold chain tended to
focus largely on necessary enabling equipment, its standards and specifications, its energy
consumptions and possible innovations. Yet, the end
intention of all such utility was to sustain an
efficient Supply Chain that linked the rural farm to
the urban fork.
It is well appreciated that the
Many a time, it is reported that despite all technical
criteria & parameters having been adhered to, the
produce output failed to meet expectations in
market yield as well as quality terms. This led to
subsequent debate on the types of the technology
deployed; the ‘cold chain’ would react ‘defensively’
with equipment arbitrage and revisiting of
standards, whereas the base utility of ‘cargo under
appropriate care’ was not fully evaluated.

cold chain is not and cannot be
merely limited to temperature
controlled storage or its similar
reefer transport technologies; it
requires all-inclusive cold supply
chain management at its core.

Various discussions on such concerns indicate that the entire focus had shifted away from
the efficacy of the Supply Chain onto the efficacy of the equipment. As a result, the moot
point of having an integrated supply chain was over shadowed in technicalities of machines
& equipment. This also resulted in wrongful censure being assigned to the hardware & its
suppliers. The reality it seems is that supply chain ownership was not partaking &
remained silent.
The National Task Force on Cold Chain Development underwent various conceptual
changes also, when it deliberated similar matters, as its participant’s pattern also evolved
to become more inclusive. The formative NCCD is also intended to reflect development
needs of the cold supply chain with inputs from all stakeholders – service user, equipment
supplier, produce owner & supply chain manager. To date supply chain individuals and
companies have not participated wholly in such strategic developments.
Supply chain involvement becomes even more significant since it can best evaluate the
technology utility against market requirement. The managed cold supply chain necessitates
incorporating various changes in sourcing, packaging, handling, inventory tracking & retail
which must birth from associated & intimate cargo knowledge. An integrated, inclusive &
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holistic focus helps drive all enabling components which comprise a networked and
efficient cold supply chain.
It is well appreciated that the cold chain is not and cannot be limited to temperature
controlled storage or its similar reefer transport technologies, but requires an allinclusive cold supply chain management at its core.
Leaving the Indian Cold Chain to the hardware and technology providers serving as sole
spokespersons may have left the executing arm, the supply chain and logistics sector,
largely unrepresented and unheard from. The supply chain sector must awaken to its
responsibility and take charge, participating in initiatives and projects. They shall be
surprised to find that the support from the policy makers in the government shall be most
forthcoming.
Such support is best garnered through innovative ideas that challenge misconceptions,
brings creative models basis region and product type, and facilitates the larger agenda of
enhanced market reach & realisation of agri-produce.
Since viability is always of prime concern to a business man, the proposal to fund viability
gaps by the govt should itself be most welcomed. While this document and the nation’s
challenge is in extending the reach from farms to the table, the existing (and very viable)
frozen segment as well as the pharmaceutical segment, when strategically serviced, adds to
the capacity utilisation and profitability of the cold chain service sector.

Participation by Supply Chain Managers
What should be the aims and objectives of the cold supply chain sector and where would
their participation factor in improved support and policy changes?
For purposes here, the “cold supply chain” refers broadly to the combination of goods,
services and technology related to cold chain operations. Representation by the supply
chain sector should advise on the development and administration of programs and
policies to expand the competitiveness of the agri-business supply chains. The sector
should provide market centric advice, information, and recommendations regarding:
1.

Factors (national & local) that inhibit the efficient domestic and international
movement of goods from point of origin to destination, and the competitiveness of
domestic and international supply chains;

2.

Developing participatory leadership which encompasses economic, social,
technical, environmental and legal aspects necessary to bring about integrations
across stake holders in the total supply chain;
Promotion of bipolar understanding of supply chain technology and its viable
applications, serving to link the cold chain industry providers with cold supply
chain managers & users;
Infrastructure network, cross-modal connectivity, investment, regulatory, and
intra-governmental coordination factors that affect supply chain sustainability;

3.

4.
5.

Supply Chain failures and considerations that impact upon technologies & their
viability when developing an agri-produce supply line to the markets;

6.

Metrics that can be used to quantify supply chain performance and used as
qualifiers;

7.

Relating technologies with supply chain processes which bind the various links in
the agri-produce supply & marketing chain; and
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8.

Coordination of Supply Chain Initiatives with industrial initiatives undertaken by
other agencies to build coactions.

These objectives must be translated into activity based projects and each such activity
must result in comprehensive follow-up recommendations and course corrections where
required. The customary mode of functioning by rote to be swapped, & leadership through
dissent to be the new wave.

Supply chain and associated logistics activities nee to understand the product specific
business, and specifically ensure that efforts to assure saleable quality are not bypassed.
Only then, will they become partners and leaders to the business growth they contribute to.
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On the other hand, it is not necessarily the tools or lack thereof that contribute to wastage
and lossed in the supply chain. Ironically, most reefer cargo damage occurs rarely due to
technical reasons; mostly the cause is discovered as poor communication, management
practices or cargo procedures. Here, the handling protocols and cargo specific procedures
need to be developed by the cargo owner. Here they too tend to contribute the least –
presenting yet another opportunity tot he supply chain service team.

In Closing...
The Logistics and Supply Chain organisations have frequently sought recognition as an
industry. Towards this, they should provide interface for proactive dialogue in matters
with food supply chain & logistics.
The sector must be seen in representation and
Interpretation of existing policies from the
supply chain business managers’ perspective.
This should provide options for dynamic
adaptation to realistic models, in spirit of the
true intent of the government initiatives.

It is not about continued building of
infrastructure, that will remain
fragmented; and thereafter trying to
stitch them together!

Current organisations are leanly populated by
individuals from the integrated supply chain
domain. The industry should felicitate active
participation as well as facilitate new ideas.

Instead, the impact aimed should be
strategic deployment of funds,
planned towards inducing and
promoting collaborative networks to
create India’s integrated cold chains.

Expertise must be sourced to provide added
inputs through end-user base for future policy
amendments and introductions.
Create a council that would help bring together policy makers, thought leaders, enterprises
and entrepreneurs through participation of SME and existing agri-marketing businesses.
Such a council would differ from those existing as it would be of service providers and
service users – the logistics industry and its customers. There would be no focus on
marketing industrial products; instead, it would be focused on improving services, value
creation and solutions that suit the Indian backdrop.
Provide participation to the stakeholders in the total supply chain. Besides stakeholders
developing the infrastructure this council should seek to impact upon the packaging,
retailing and integrated logistics participants and the associated knowledge banks.
In doing so the aim would be to provide a medium for supply chain & logistics industry to
present a participative public and private face of government and business enterprises in
driving an efficient and sustainable agri-marketing supply chain.
Provide avenue for recommendations in supply chain processes and interventions so as to
offset the capital outlays required. It is only with the Supply Chain perspective that
solutions & their benefits will accrue to all stakeholders – the truck manufacturers,
refrigeration companies, farmers, consumers, et al.
Above represents Personal Opinions of the Author who has three decades experience in the
logistics industry across domains like shipping, cold chain, trucking, logistics parks, free trade
zones and is an active advisor to projects in the Indian sphere.

